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JUST A SAMPLE...
The products listed in this catalog are just a sample of the products we sell. It is not practical to list every single item. If you are looking for particular item not in our catalog, please refer to our price list.
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OX440
Kids Backpack
PACKING: 12/1
TYPE: Safe & Sane Assortments

DM429
Standard of Fireworks
PACKING: 8/1
TYPE: Safe & Sane Assortments

DM460
Captains Choice
PACKING: 5/1
TYPE: Rocket Assortments

Sheet 4.0
Tape Assortment
PACKING: 12/1
TYPE: Assortments

NOT 410
Mega Shells
PACKING: 6/12
TYPE: Artillery Shell
PERFORMANCE: 8 Assorted Shells

HERO
SUPER CHARGED
PACKING: 2/84
TYPE: Artillery Shell
PERFORMANCE: The largest of the World Class Artillery Kits. This assortment has a huge variety of effects including cylinder, balls, double, triple & quad break shells.

5" MEGA SHELLS
PACKING: 6/12
TYPE: Artillery Shell
PERFORMANCE: 12 Assorted Effects.
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ARTILLERY SHELL

FS5709
Power Magnum
PACKING: 12/12
TYPE: Artillery Shell
PERFORMANCE: 12 Assorted Effects.

FS5917
Widow
PACKING: 4/24
TYPE: Artillery Shell
PERFORMANCE: 60 gram canister, 24 different effects in each pack.

FS5918
Super Charged Artillery Shell
PACKING: 6/12
TYPE: Artillery Shell
PERFORMANCE: 12 Assorted Effects with Mine.

3 INCH 500 GRAM CAKES

SW-C2059
Willow Blast
PACKING: 2/1
TYPE: 3 Inch 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: All gold willows, the last 3 shots together, last for 35 seconds

FS5701
America's Most Wanted
PACKING: 2/1
TYPE: 3 Inch 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Red green coconut to chrys w/cracking pistol, purple green coconut to chrys to chrys w/cracking pistol, red blue coconut to chrys w/cracking pistol.

BIO HAZARD
PACKING: 2/1
TYPE: 3 Inch 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Red and white strobe with crown; green and white strobe with crown; Red green chry with crown.
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FS5021
LOL
PACKING: 2/1
TYPE: 3 Inch 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: King of brocade crown, Red wave, Green wave, Blue wave with king of brocade crown.

FS5020
Bloody Nine
PACKING: 2/1
TYPE: 3 Inch 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: (A) Half Dark red to White Glitter, Half Brocade King; (B) Half Dark Green to White Glitter, Half Brocade King; (C) Half Sky Blue to White Glitter, Half Brocade King.

DM5280
Four Kings - Assorted
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Color carton - This is an assorted case with a bright color carton. Unload the carton and sell it!

DF5078
Chillax
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Chillax with 24 shots as colorful stars rise high and then float slowly back down in bright colors alternating with huge breaks of brocade, glitter and crackle.
**FS5922 Jokers Wild**
- **PACKING:** 4/1
- **TYPE:** 500 Gram Cakes
- **PERFORMANCE:** Gold glitter mine & red/green comet; gold coconut & green glitter; special whistle & silver chrysanthemum; brocade coconut & red glitter; gold chrysanthemum.

**FS5920 High Plains Drifter**
- **PACKING:** 4/1
- **TYPE:** 500 Gram Cakes
- **PERFORMANCE:** Green glitter mine & gold glitter tail & blue star; red tail up to white glitter & red star; red glitter mine & white glitter tail & lemon star; blue tail & white glitter & green star; blue tail & white glitter & blue star.

**FS5925 Blue Thunder**
- **PACKING:** 4/1
- **TYPE:** 500 Gram Cakes
- **PERFORMANCE:** Blue with gold glitter; Ti-coconut; red glitter; brocade crown; gold chrysanthemum.

**FS5921 Grim Reaper**
- **PACKING:** 4/1
- **TYPE:** 500 Gram Cakes
- **PERFORMANCE:** Gold coconut & green glitter; gold coconut & blue star; gold coconut & white glitter; red glitter mine & whistle; gold coconut & gold chrysanthemum.

**GRM5971 Galactic Glitter**
- **PACKING:** 4/1
- **TYPE:** 500 Gram Cakes
- **PERFORMANCE:** 24 shots light up the galaxy; with bright spinning tails to moon color bursts from giant breaks!

**FS5923 Make It Hot**
- **PACKING:** 4/1
- **TYPE:** 500 Gram Cakes
- **PERFORMANCE:** White glitter mine & blue star; silver fish; blue mine & blue star & whistle & fish; white glitter mine & color flying star; red glitter mine & red glitter & silver fish; blue mine & blue & whistle & fish.
**500 Gram Cakes**

**FS5918**  
*Squeezed*  
**PACKAGING:** 4/1  
**TYPE:** 500 Gram Cakes  
**PERFORMANCE:** Blue tail to blue/red/white/green strobe/dragon egg.

**DM5202**  
*Pyro Lottery*  
**PACKAGING:** 4/1  
**TYPE:** 500 Gram Cakes  
**PERFORMANCE:** You have a chance to win this cake! You will receive a scratch-off card at the time of purchase to see if you won. The scratch-off card has info on how to register for a great second chance prize.

**FS5923**  
*Your Worst Nightmare*  
**PACKAGING:** 4/1  
**TYPE:** 500 Gram Cakes  
**PERFORMANCE:** Orange tiger tail/orange coconut/red glitter/brocade crackling tail/purple coconut/orange glitter/green tiger tail/green coconut/white glitter/silver crackling tail/silver crackling willow/white glitter.

**DM588**  
*High Riser*  
**PACKAGING:** 4/1  
**TYPE:** 500 Gram Cakes  
**PERFORMANCE:** Pro Level - 42 shot fan shape featuring whistles to colorful waterfalls. Beautiful effect.

**MHSA6**  
*Cotton Mouth*  
**PACKAGING:** 6/1  
**TYPE:** 500 Gram Cakes  
**PERFORMANCE:** Vivid colors to quiet cotton effect.

**DM633**  
*Mammoth Brocade*  
**PACKAGING:** 4/1  
**TYPE:** 500 Gram Cakes  
**PERFORMANCE:** Mammoth series - 10 huge breaks of brilliant golden willows fill the sky. This is an effect that is sure to make everyone uhh and ahh!
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**500 Gram Cakes**

**PH5445**
- **Speed Limit 420**
- **Packing:** 6/1
- **Type:** 500 Gram Cakes
- **Performance:** Pyro High - 43 fanned shots
- Unique long cake shape, with color tipped crackling comets and colorful breaks.

**PH5450**
- **Nice Grass**
- **Packing:** 8/1
- **Type:** 500 Gram Cakes
- **Performance:** Pyro High - 20 shots of color and brocades along with whistles. Nice!

**DM5108**
- **Salute to the Red, White and Blue**
- **Packing:** 3/1
- **Type:** 500 Gram Cakes
- **Performance:** Color carton with three 24 shot 500g cakes. 1 each of red, white and blue. 72 huge patriotic bursts!

**OX5105**
- **Ox Box**
- **Packing:** 4/1
- **Type:** 500 Gram Cakes
- **Performance:** Color carton with four of our best selling Mad Ox 15 shot cakes!

**DM5106**
- **Nishiki Crown Kamiro**
- **Packing:** 4/1
- **Type:** 500 Gram Cakes
- **Performance:** Pro Level - 9 Massive bursts. Japanese inspired, Japanese quality. The Nishiki is the most sought after firework effect in the world. Giant breaks of golden Nishiki rain down.

**BS5105**
- **Body Suit**
- **Packing:** 4/1
- **Type:** 500 Gram Cakes
- **Performance:** Linked Pyro - 19 shots featuring vertical and fanned effects. True art!
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500 Gram Cakes

FS5907 Mermaid
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Gold/red glittering+blue mine up burst to blue stars+silver fish; red glittering+silver fish; goose whistle up to emit blue stars+red glittering+gold glittering; silver coconut+red glittering, silver chrys+green falling leaves.

FS5911 Ghost Ship
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Whistle up to emit silver chrys+falling leaves, timer rain mine up burst to silver chrys.

FS6000 Black Magic
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Purple dahlia+gold glittering, Goose whistle+chrys, Purple dahlia+green glittering, Goose whistle+chrys, Purple dahlia+gold glittering.

FS6000 Seal Team Six
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Red to blue to white glittering mine; brocade crown+white/red glittering+crackle.

DM6412 Star Spangled Mammoth
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: The latest in the mammoth series, huge breaks of classic red, white and blue stars.

UR9407 Honor & Respect
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Red mine up to red star, blue mine up to blue star, white mine up to white glittering.

UR9407 Supernova
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Color matching mines to shells in 5 shot fanned volleys of red, green, blue and loud crackling finale.
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500 GRAM CAKES

OX598
Neon Over Load
PACKING: 6/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Vivid neon colors will overload your senses!

DM526
All That Glitters
PACKING: 3/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: 9 shots of huge Gold glittering willows hang twinkling in the sky for several seconds each. This item is produced using special techniques and formulations making it as close to professional performance as you can get. "All that glitters, is not Gold" but this item is pyrotechnic Gold.

DMS11
Judge, Jury, Executioner
PACKING: 3/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Three assorted cakes each with hard breaking variegated color and crackle to a strong finish with lots of noise.

OX5415
Two Min. Pro Ox Show in a Box
PACKING: 3/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: This item features near professional level effects including chrysanthemums, peonies, timed rain, fanned effects, and many more. The extra-long duration of 2 minutes makes it a full fireworks show in one box.

DM017
Fool Me Not
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Crackling willow with White/Green glitter.
FS5001
GO CAT
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Brocade crown with deep Red glitter.

FS5601
Honey Sucker
PACKING: 8/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Red pearl green and White glitter, sky blue peony, green and white glitter color dahlia and white glitter.

FS5002
Big Orange
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Blue peony to Big Orange Peony

FS5604
Gum Balls
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Ultra high altitude whistles scream into the stratosphere where they unload a payload of illuminating red flares. A truly different effect for your show!

FS710
Mighty Cobra
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: 9 shots of red/green/gold/silver wave, 3 shots of brocade crowns w/pistol as finale.

FS5006
Warfare
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Blue mine to white glitter with red dahlia.

FS5001
Redneck
PACKING: 2/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Red chrysanthenum with white glitter pistol, green chrysanthenum with red glitter pistol, purple chrysanthenum with green glitter pistol and Blue chrysanthenum with time rain pistol.

FS5000
Cook Fight
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: White cracking mine to special white glitter with red dahlia.
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DM5272
Bitchin
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Hard breaking variegated shells with delayed crackle to a strong finish with lots of noise. A winning combination!

DM198C5
Touch of Gold
PACKING: 1/1
TYPE: Z Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Alternating gold glittering comets and golden glittering willows. Great duration!

DM5218
Zipper and Roll
PACKING: 1/1
TYPE: Z Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Very popular! A fast zipper style cake with lots of color and noise. This one is sure to be a huge hit!

CE6120
Symphony of Shots
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: (A) Brocade crown to green sparkler w/green glitter sparkler mine; (B) Red/green/blue sparkle mine to brocade crown with red glitter sparkler; (C) Brocade crown to red sparkler with red glitter sparkler mine; (D) Red/green/blue sparkle mine to brocade crown; (E) Red/green/blue sparkle mine to red glitter sparkler; (F) Brocade crown to blue sparkler with Sea blue glitter sparkler mine.

DM202C5
192 Piece
PACKING: 1/1
TYPE: Z Cakes
PERFORMANCE: This long lasting cake does it all, filling the sky with sweeping color, crackle, and reports. Then 18 volleys of huge loud breaking shells filling the sky with glittering spiders. This amazing cake repeats this fantastic performance a total of four times.

CE102721
Safety Notes
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: Z Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Brocade crown mine to brocade crown, dark red sparkler.
**FSF8126A**

Revenge

PACKING: 4/1

TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes

PERFORMANCE: (A) red palm tree, (B) green palm tree, (C) silver palm tree, (D) yellow palm tree.

**CE16205**

The Jaws

PACKING: 6/1

TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes

PERFORMANCE: (A) chicken blood red sparkler, sky blue sparkler, white glitter; (B) light green sparkler, white glitter; (C) lemon sparkler, white glitter.

**CE6218**

Party Flavor

PACKING: 9/1

TYPE: 2 Cakes

PERFORMANCE: Brocade crown + blue mine to brocade crown.

**M2402-SF**

Redneck Girls

PACKING: 4/1

TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes

PERFORMANCE: It is a beautiful cake with all colors and different palm trees and strobe.

**FSE8235**

Leviathan

PACKING: 4/1

TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes

PERFORMANCE: (A) Brocade crown to red sparkler; (B) Silver Chrysanthemum; (C) Brocade crown to blue sparkler; (D) Brocade crown to green sparkler; (E) Golden palm, blue sparkler, green glitter sparkler; (F) Crackling.

**CE6241**

Gator On Wheels

PACKING: 4/1

TYPE: 500 Gram Cakes

PERFORMANCE: Brocade crown to red sparkler and green sparkler and blue sparkler + green sparkler and golden sparkler and white glitter sparkler and red sparkler and blue sparkler and lemon sparkler and orange sparkler and purple sparkler with chrysanthemum.
**500 GRAM CAKES**

**CE15691**
**Unleash We Stand**
Packing: 4/1
Type: 500 Gram Cakes
Performance: (A) Silver chrysanthemum mine to red dahlia sparkler, silver chrysanthemum; (B) Silver chrysanthemum mine to green dahlia sparkler, silver chrysanthemum; (C) Silver chrysanthemum mine to sky blue dahlia sparkler, silver chrysanthemum; (D) Silver chrysanthemum mine to lemon dahlia sparkler, silver chrysanthemum; (E) Silver chrysanthemum mine to purple dahlia sparkler, silver chrysanthemum.

**M2048-1**
**Bootie Call**
Packing: 4/1
Type: 500 Gram Cakes
Performance: Brocade crown with blue/green strobe, golden strobe crown with blue/green strobe, golden sizzling willow with blue/green strobe.

**M2042-F9**
**Girls With Guns**
Packing: 4/1
Type: 500 Gram Cakes
Performance: All the bright colors bring you the beautiful sky.

**200 GRAM CAKES**

**Mm2133**
**50 Shot Ammo Box**
Packing: 40/1
Type: 200 Gram Cakes
Performance: Machine Made - 56 shots of color and crackle

**J20000**
**Go Fish**
Packing: 16/1
Type: 200 Gram Cakes
Performance: Blue star & silver Fish; red glitter & green fish; blue star & red fish; red glitter & silver fish.

**CE15112**
**Booster**
Packing: 12/1
Type: 200 Gram Cakes
Performance: 16 shots classic flying fish cake.
**200 Gram Cakes**

**FS5903 Evil Clown**
- PACKING: 12/1
- TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
- PERFORMANCE: Red star + white glittering, blue star + gold glittering, brocade crown + red glittering, purple/green + time rain.

**SW0820 War of Worlds**
- PACKING: 24/1
- TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
- PERFORMANCE: Red with white strobe, green with white strobe.

**FS5905 Let Freedom Reign**
- PACKING: 8/1
- TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
- PERFORMANCE: Red glittering + white glittering + blue star.

**SW0616 No Mercy**
- PACKING: 24/1
- TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
- PERFORMANCE: Time rain with red, time rain with green.

**OX2113 Death Ray**
- PACKING: 24/1
- TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
- PERFORMANCE: Nobody can escape the Death Ray. 6 shots of color, strobe and crackle.

**SW0614 Beyond Control**
- PACKING: 12/1
- TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
- PERFORMANCE: Brocade crown + red glittering, brocade crown + blue star, color star + silver chrys.
200 Gram Cakes

**DM-L921L**
**Blue Hurricane**
Packing: 24/1
Type: 200 Gram Cakes
Performance: Storm watch! Blue hurricane warning for your backyard, an all-time favorite item and best seller.

**DM244**
**Diamond Back**
Packing: 24/1
Type: 200 Gram Cakes
Performance: Lots of color in this item with golden tails to silver strobe, to green strobe, to red strobe, to crackle flower.

**DM277**
**Touch The Sky**
Packing: 24/1
Type: 200 Gram Cakes
Performance: Light the fuse and reach out and touch the sky with 25 shots of awesome.

**DM226**
**Foxy**
Packing: 24/1
Type: 200 Gram Cakes
Performance: Rich colors, flying fish and strobing stars make this a truly "foxy firework." You will agree it is both beautiful and wild!

**DM228**
**Rowdy Rampage**
Packing: 24/1
Type: 200 Gram Cakes
Performance: Lots of noise in this item with colorful peony and crackle.

**DM298**
**Helion 12 Shots**
Packing: 24/1
Type: 200 Gram Cakes
Performance: Brocade with red strobes, green strobes and crackle.
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---

200 Gram Cakes

**DM277**
**Touch The Sky**
Packing: 12/1
Type: 200 Gram Cakes
Performance: Light the fuse and reach out and touch the sky with 25 shots of awesome.

**DM226**
**Foxy**
Packing: 24/1
Type: 200 Gram Cakes
Performance: Rich colors, flying fish and strobing stars make this a truly "foxy firework." You will agree it is both beautiful and wild!

**DM228**
**Rowdy Rampage**
Packing: 24/1
Type: 200 Gram Cakes
Performance: Lots of noise in this item with colorful peony and crackle.

**DM298**
**Helion 12 Shots**
Packing: 24/1
Type: 200 Gram Cakes
Performance: Brocade with red strobes, green strobes and crackle.

**DM279**
**Spiced Wine**
Packing: 12/1
Type: 200 Gram Cakes
Performance: This item features 12 multi-level effects with colorful mines bursting into large and loud star bursts above. With so much power, you will think you're at the center of an earthquake!
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200 Gram Cakes

SW-16-08251 Lolly Pop
PACKING: 16/1
TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: White strobe horse tail; blue/red/green falling leaves; red/blue and white strobe.

OXY01 It's a Decorator
PACKING: 6/1
TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: This item shots in a wide fan pattern to fill the sky with huge burst of color and loud crackle. Impressive tails rise to large glittering bursts and the item ends in a sky filling finale.

OX297 MAD Cow
PACKING: 5/1
TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: The only thing mini about this 9 shot is it's size and price. Big performance!

CE20014-15 Ridin Dirty
PACKING: 12/1
TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: A) 7 Golden sparkler tail, brocade crown, red sparkler; B) 7 Golden sparkler tail, brocade crown, green sparkler; C) 5 Golden sparkler tail, brocade crown, blue sparkler; D) 5 Golden sparkler tail, silver chrysanthemum.

DH2344 / DH2345 It's a Girl! It's a Boy!
PACKING: 12/1
TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Pretty pink stars and golden glitter! All bold blue and golden glitter!

OX2053 Sweet!
PACKING: 12/1
TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Loud breaking chrysanthemum to colorful tips and loud crackling flowers with massive 4 shot sky filling finale.

OX2052 Diamond Mine
PACKING: 12/1
TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: You will think you struck diamonds with this item! The whole sky will flash with red, white, green and white strobe shells! And we did not forget the loud finale!
**OX235**

**KRAKEN**

**PACKING:** 12/1  
**TYPE:** 200 Gram Cakes  
**PERFORMANCE:** This item features powerful mines that break high above into huge stars burst giving a double layer effect. Gold brocades and ruby red stars are featured.

---

**OX2054**

**VAPOR TRAILS**

**PACKING:** 12/1  
**TYPE:** 200 Gram Cakes  
**PERFORMANCE:** Of vivid color smoke trails to loud crackling. Great daytime effect.

---

**CE8204**

**DEATH CATTLE**

**PACKING:** 12/1  
**TYPE:** 200 Gram Cakes  
**PERFORMANCE:** (A) Sky blue sparkler tail to crackling + golden sparkler w/cracking mine. (B) Sky blue sparkler tail to crackling + grass green sparkler w/cracking mine. (C) Sky blue sparkler tail to crackling + purple sparkler w/cracking mine.

---

**CE15001**

**HAPPY CLOWN BOMB**

**PACKING:** 12/1  
**TYPE:** 200 Gram Cakes  
**PERFORMANCE:** (A) Silver chrysanthemum mine, red palm, silver chrysanthemum; (B) Silver chrysanthemum mine, green palm, silver chrysanthemum; (C) Silver chrysanthemum mine, purple palm, silver chrysanthemum; (D) Silver chrysanthemum mine, yellow palm, silver chrysanthemum.

---

**F56004**

**STONES**

**PACKING:** 19/1  
**TYPE:** 200 Gram Cakes  
**PERFORMANCE:** (A) Red Blue peony white glitter; (B) Brocade crown with green glitter; (C) Red glitter White glitter; (D) Purple green peony White glitter; (E) Brocade crown.
DM246
SNAFU
PACKING: 48/1
TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Small size but lots of action in this brocade and crackle cake.

DM226
Joker
PACKING: 12/1
TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Its Hammer Time with this loud and powerful item. Each shot shoots high with a loud cracking tail, only to break into an explosive burst of more loud crackle. This is one to wake the neighbors!

DM2003
Ruby Sky
PACKING: 8/1
TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: This cake features all bright red mag comets with long silver tails.

ESF11941
Top Secret
PACKING: 16/1
TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Silver chrys mine to Red, Green, Silver chrys; Purple, Green, Silver chrys; Red plum, Silver chrys.

FS5001
Jack Ass
PACKING: 12/1
TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Brocade crown to brocade crown to White glitter.

FS5002
Get The Hook
PACKING: 12/1
TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: (A) Gold wave coconut White glitter; (B) Gold wave coconut Green glitter; (C) Gold wave coconut Gold glitter; (D) Gold chrysanthemum.

FS5003
Shark Therapy
PACKING: 16/1
TYPE: 200 Gram Cakes
PERFORMANCE: Red tail goes up to break red peony with white strobe; green tail goes up to break green peony with white strobe; and repeat. Last 4 shots a finale!
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**SATURN MISSILES**

**CEK1130C7 / CEK1130C12**
Saturn Missiles Battery
PACKING: (120/1) (30/1)
TYPE: Saturn Missiles
PERFORMANCE: Whistling Missiles high in the sky with reports.

**CEK1130C300**
Saturn Missiles Battery
PACKING: 12/1
TYPE: Saturn Missiles
PERFORMANCE: 300 shots of Whistle to reports.

**CEK1750COLOR**
Saturn Missile Battery 750 Shot Colorful
PACKING: 2/1
TYPE: Saturn Missiles
PERFORMANCE: 750 Shots color whistling tail to reports.

**FOUNTAINS**

**CE1403010**
Fetes Fleurs
PACKING: 6/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Fountains
PERFORMANCE: Silver rain, Colorful fish, Red White glitter, Silver willow with Blue and Gold crackle.

**CE1403000**
Speed Trap
PACKING: 12/1
TYPE: 500 Gram Fountains
PERFORMANCE: Silver rain, Gold willow, Lemon and Blue, Gold fountain, Gold spider, Lemon and Blue.

**C0136**
Mare Nostrum
PACKING: 15/2
TYPE: Fountains
PERFORMANCE: Silver fountain, thread crackle.

**CE25049**
Aloha Time
PACKING: 24/1
TYPE: Fountains
PERFORMANCE: Red/green, yellow/blue/purple/silver fish.
DM729 Molten Madness
PACKING: 18/1
TYPE: Fountains
PERFORMANCE: This unique fountain features molten globes of flying color. Sure be an attention getter!

DM736AB Howling Wolf
PACKING: 36/1
TYPE: Fountains
PERFORMANCE: A long lasting fountain featuring losts of color and whistles.

DM704 Kick @$$ Fountain
PACKING: 36/1
TYPE: Fountains
PERFORMANCE: You just gotta see it, the name says it all! Fountain with several huge surprise shots.

DM725 Crazy Crackler
PACKING: 36/6
TYPE: Fountains
PERFORMANCE: Small size but a super big performance. These are super long lasting and have a loud crackling and banging effect, and plenty of sparks. They are a Great Value!

DM755AB Dandie, Dilly, Dante's Peak
PACKING: 36/1
TYPE: Fountains
PERFORMANCE: A long lasting fountain featuring silver and color sparks and whistles.

CE11201 Amazing
PACKING: 4/1
TYPE: Fountains
PERFORMANCE: (A) Red sparkler, white chrysanthemum; (B) blue sparkler, spider silk; (C) long crackle, white chrysanthemum, green sparkler; (D) red winterset, green winterset; (E) long crackle, yellow sparkler; (F) crackle ball, red sparkler, green sparkler; (G) white chrysanthemum, green sparkler, dragon chrysanthemum, red sparkler.
CE403029
Space Galaxy
PACKING: 8/31
TYPE: Rockets
PERFORMANCE: Red wave with crackling, Green wave to crackling, Red star with Blue star, Red star with White glitter, Blue star with Gold glitter, Gold wave with crackling, White glitter with crackling, Lemon with crackling, Purple wave with Green glitter, Gold wave, Red star, Green wave, time rain.

CE408
2 1/2 Across Rocket
PACKING: 26/12
TYPE: Rockets
PERFORMANCE: Silver palm, Red/green/blue sparkler, Yellow sparkler, Red falling leaves, Silver fish, Triple reports.

OX1535
Star Ring Rocket
PACKING: 20/12
TYPE: Rockets
PERFORMANCE: Sun burst, serious performance from these sun burst rockets.

DM-044071
TI Bottle Rocket
PACKING: 29/12/12
TYPE: Rockets
PERFORMANCE: Not your average bottle rocket! This rocket is larger and adds a bright sparkling tail. Sure to become a new favorite.

OX-04406
XL Bottle Rocket
PACKING: 25/12/12
TYPE: Rockets
PERFORMANCE: Large bottle rocket report!

CE4047
Wrestling Moon Travellers
PACKING: 20/12/12
TYPE: Rockets
PERFORMANCE: Whistle to bang.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>Item Name</th>
<th>Packing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CE500R</td>
<td>Cutting Edge 500R</td>
<td>32/500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE1000R</td>
<td>Cutting Edge 1000R</td>
<td>16/1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE4000R</td>
<td>Cutting Edge 4000R</td>
<td>4/4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE8000R</td>
<td>Cutting Edge 8000R</td>
<td>2/8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE16000R</td>
<td>Cutting Edge 16000R</td>
<td>1/16000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CEM6072W**  
M-5000 Salute Crackers  
Packing: 20/72  
Type: Firecrackers  
Performance: Reports

**DM-T715**  
Dominator 16S  
Packing: 12/00/16

**DM-T716**  
Dominator 16S  
Packing: 24/40/16
CE124RC
Magic sky
PACKING: 24/4
TYPE: Roman Candles
PERFORMANCE: 8 Shots: silver sparkler to red sparkler.

CE120AST
4 ASSORTED EFFECT
Roman Candle
PACKING: 24/4
TYPE: Roman Candles
PERFORMANCE: Whistle to report, Blue to report, Red/green to report; silver to red.

CE1200AST
Rapid Fire Assorted Candles
PACKING: 8/8
TYPE: Roman Candles
PERFORMANCE: 1. Blue and white glitter w/blue tail, 2. Red, white glitter w/blue tail, 3. The silver fish and crackling pistil w/blue tail, 4. The silver fish and blue pearl w/blue tail. WITH LAUNCH TUBE.

OX436
Candle Mania Assortment
PACKING: 12/12
TYPE: Roman Candles
PERFORMANCE: 12 pack candle assortment with 3 each of 4 varied effects in nice clear bag with cardboard header.

DM1406
120 shot Color Cannon
PACKING: 20/1
TYPE: Roman Candles
PERFORMANCE: 180 shots Large Roman Candle.

DM1417
5 Shot Power Sword
PACKING: 15/4
TYPE: Roman Candles
PERFORMANCE: 5 shots - Feel the power! This roman candle features outstanding colors and special effects such as whistles and spinners. Each candle is a different effect.

CE1485X27
Machine Gun
PACKING: 16/1
TYPE: Roman Candles
PERFORMANCE: Red Green star to chrysanthemum.

EWT575X97
Balls of Fire
PACKING: 24/1
TYPE: Roman Candles
PERFORMANCE: (A) whistle, (B) Red tail, Green tail, Yellow tail, Blue tail, Purple tail.